Copy-number variation (CNV), and deletions in particular, can play a crucial, causative role in rare disorders. The extent to which CNV contributes to common, complex disease etiology, however, is largely unknown. Current techniques to detect CNV are relatively expensive and time consuming, making it difficult to conduct the necessary large-scale genetic studies. SNP genotyping technologies, on the other hand, are relatively cheap, thereby facilitating large study designs. We have developed a computational tool capable of harnessing the information in SNP genotype data to detect deletions. Our approach not only detects deletions with high power but also returns accurate estimates of both the population frequency and the transmission frequency. This tool, therefore, lends itself to the discovery of deletions in large familial SNP genotype data sets and to simultaneous testing of the discovered deletion for association, with the use of both frequency-based and transmission/disequilibrium test-based designs. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our computer program (microdel), available for download at no cost, with both simulated and real data. Here, we report 693 deletions in the HapMap 16c collection, with each deletion assigned a population frequency.
There are a number of forms of copy-number variation (CNV)-including aneuploidies, somatic chromosomal changes, duplications, and deletions-that have long been known to play a crucial, causative role in disease. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Additionally, CNV is known to affect drug and immune response as well as to confer resistance or susceptibility to disease. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] However, little is known regarding the role of CNV in complex disease. [12] [13] [14] For example, mental retardation is a genomic disorder that results from abnormal gene dosage due to CNV and that affects 2%-3% of the population, with an unknown genetic cause in about half the cases. [15] [16] [17] Diagnostic studies [17] [18] [19] that use array comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) 20, 21 have found clinically relevant microdeletions and duplications in 110% of cytogenetically normal patients with mental retardation and/or congenital abnormalities. Hence, submicroscopic deletions and duplications are being missed when current diagnostic procedures are used, leaving many individuals with undiagnosed or even misdiagnosed genomic disorders.
Moreover, the extent to which CNV contributes to general non-disease-related genetic diversity is largely unknown. 14, 22 Initial studies performed with the use of array CGH 23 and representational oligonucleotide microarray analysis 24, 25 elucidated hundreds of variable loci, many of which occur near regions of segmental duplication. [26] [27] [28] Recently, whole-genome studies by Redon et al. 29 and Wong et al. 30 have reported 1,447 and 3,654 variable loci, respectively, in nondiseased individuals, suggesting that CNV contributes significantly to genomic variation. However, given the limited resolution of whole-genome microarray scans, these studies are unable to detect smallscale changes and may still underestimate the contributions of CNV to genetic diversity and disease. Fine-scale approaches such as digital karyotyping 31 and fosmid-pair end sequencing 32 are more robust but rely on DNA-sequencing technologies that are relatively expensive, making it difficult to conduct large-scale genetic studies.
SNP genotyping technologies, on the other hand, have recently become much less expensive and can type hundreds of thousands of SNPs in a single experiment, thereby facilitating large population studies. [33] [34] [35] Our goal was to create analytical techniques capable of using high-density SNP genotypes to detect CNV in relatively large sample sizes. To do so, we have developed computational tools to infer the presence of DNA deletions by detecting their distinguishing signatures on the basis of inconsistencies in Mendelian segregation, departures from Hardy-Weinberg ratios, and unusual patterns of missing data.
A number of deletions have been mapped by observing Mendelian inconsistencies in pedigrees, [36] [37] [38] and departures from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium have been used to detect null alleles as early as the ABO blood-group studies in 1919. 39 Patterns of inheritance and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium can be confounded by the presence of genotyping error and missing data. [40] [41] [42] Even nominal error rates of 0.5%-1% can mask clinically significant results. 43 Genotyping error and missing data can also complicate the detection of deletion signatures in SNP genotype data, since many true deletions are falsely categorized as errors or missing genotypes; conversely, errors or missing data could be mistaken for a deletion ( fig. 1 ). To this end, we developed a single modeling framework to detect deletions in familial SNP genotyping studies, using a maxi- Figure 1 . Observing Mendelian inconsistencies in trios. True genotypes a 1 and a 2 are observed as A 1 and A 2 , respectively, where a 0 is the null allele and N is missing data. A heterozygous deletion in a parent with no genotyping error (A) leads to the same observations as genotyping error in a parent with no deletion (B). Homozygous deletions are observed as missing data (C).
mum-likelihood approach that simultaneously estimates allele frequencies, genotyping-error rates, missing-data rates, and deletion frequency.
Two similar programs have been designed to harness information from SNP genotype data, 44, 45 but both of these approaches focus on the relatively narrow question of whether a deletion is present at a given SNP. Our approach not only detects deletions at high power but also reports accurate estimates of the deletion frequency as well as informative transmission counts for the deletions. This tool, therefore, lends itself to the discovery of deletions in large familial SNP genotype data sets and to simultaneous testing of the discovered deletions for association, with the use of both frequency-based and transmission/ disequilibrium test (TDT)-based approaches.
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Material and Methods
We model a single SNP as a three-allele system. Call those three alleles "a 1 ," "a 2 ," and "a 0 ," where a 0 is a deletion. For any given individual, we can never know his or her true genotype with certainty. Instead, we estimate that genotype with an assay. By their nature, most SNP assays can return only one of four possible observations, which we think of as estimates of the genotype. Those possible observations are A 1 A 1 , A 1 A 2 , A 2 A 2 , and NN, where NN represents "missing data" (i.e., no estimate at all of the genotype). We formulate the problem of detecting a deletion in genotype data as one of estimating the frequency of the a 0 allele, given the observed genotypes for a collection of trios (two parents plus offspring). If we estimate the frequency of a 0 to be statistically significantly 10, we conclude that a deletion exists at this SNP. If we find statistically significant evidence of a deletion at multiple adjacent SNPs, we combine the information between those SNPs. This process is described in detail below.
SNP-by-SNP Analysis
We adapt our modeling framework from Mitchell et al. 40 Let E be a 9#4 matrix whose rows correspond to the 9 possible true genotypes for an individual (i.e., a 1 a 1 , a 1 a 2 , a 1 a 0 , a 2 a 1 , a 2 a 2 , a 2 a 0 , a 0 a 1 , a 0 a 2 , and a 0 a 0 ) and whose columns correspond to the 4 possible observable genotypes (i.e., A 1 A 1 , A 1 A 2 , A 2 A 2 , and NN). The value stored in row i column j is the probability that the true genotype i will be observed to be j. In the absence of genotyping error and missing data, we assume that a 1 a 1 , a 1 a 2 , a 2 a 1 , and a 2 a 2 would be observed to be A 1 A 1 , A 1 A 2 , A 1 A 2 , and A 2 A 2 , respectively. We also assume that individuals containing a heterozygous deletion would be observed to be homozygotes for the other allele. Thus, individuals with a 1 a 0 , a 2 a 0 , a 0 a 1 , and a 0 a 2 genotypes would be observed to have A 1 A 1 , A 2 A 2 , A 1 A 1 , and A 2 A 2 genotypes, respectively. Individuals with homozygous deletions would be observed as having missing data. In the presence of genotyping error, we assume that a homozygote is miscalled as a heterozygote with probability e 1 , that a homozygote is miscalled as the other homozygote with probability e 2 , and that a heterozygote is miscalled as a homozygote with probability e 3 . In the presence of missing data, we assume that the a 1 a 1 , a 1 a 2 , a 1 a 0 , a 2 a 1, a 2 a 2 , a 2 a 0 , a 0 a 1, and a 0 a 2 genotypes can give missing data with probabilities m AA , m Aa , m AA , m Aa , m aa , m aa , m AA , and m aa , respectively. These assumptions yield the "true-child/observed-child" E matrix (table  1) .
The "true-parent/observed-parent" genotype matrix, P, has dimensions 81#16 (not shown). The 81 rows represent all possible combinations of true parental genotypes, since there are 9 possible true genotypes for each parent. The 16 columns represent all possible observations for each set of parents, since there are 4 possible observations for each parent. The value stored in position P i,j is the probability that true parental combination i will be found in the general population and will be observed to be j. With the assumption of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for both sexes and random mating, if , , and p p Freq(a ) r p Freq(a ) 1 0 , then the frequency of true parental
, where , , and are, respectively, the
number of a 0 , a 1 , and a 2 alleles possessed by parental combination i. The probability that parental combination i will be observed to be type j can be found by multiplying the appropriate elements of E. Thus, if i corresponds with mating , and if j a a # a a Given the genotyping-error and missing-data models described in E and P and the population-allele frequencies provided in P, we can calculate the probability of observing any particular parent-offspring combination. First, we transpose the P matrix and cross the transposed P matrix, P T , with M to yield the 16#9 "observed-parent/true-child" C matrix:
Taking the product of C with E, the true-child/observed-child matrix, gives the 16#4 "observed-parent/observed-child matrix," F (not shown):
The rows of F represent all possible combinations of observable parent genotypes. The columns of F represent all possible offspring observations. The value stored in F i,j gives the probability that a parent-offspring trio will have observed parent genotypes i and observed child genotype j.
Let matrix N (not shown) be analogous to matrix F, where element N i,j gives the observed number of trios with observed parental genotypes i and observed offspring genotype j. Let T be the total number of observed trios. Thus, N is the "data," and F contains our expectations for the data as a function of eight unknown parameters, p, r, e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , m AA , m Aa , and m aa , where p is the frequency of the a 1 allele; r is the frequency of the a 0 allele; e 1 , e 2 , and e 3 are the genotype-error rates; and m AA , m Aa , and m aa are the genotype missing-data rates. In general, we assume that the elements of N are multinomially distributed with expected proportions given in the corresponding element of F. Thus, the overall likelihood of our data is given by L(dataFp,r,e ,e ,e ,m ,m ,m ) 
1 2 3 AA Aa aa 16 4 ≈ Ϫ N log (F ) .
Using this framework, we built two nested likelihood models. In the null model, we assumed that no deletion is present and, therefore, that . The other parameters, p, e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , m AA , m Aa , r p 0 and m aa , were set equal to their maximum-likelihood values found by numerically minimizing equation (1) with the use of Powell's algorithm. 47 Under the alternate model, all eight parameters were set equal to their maximum-likelihood values. We compared the two models with a likelihood-ratio test 48 with 1 df. If, by the likelihood-ratio test, the alternate model fit significantly better than the null model, we suggested that a deletion may exist at the SNP.
For moderate frequency deletions, there is often relatively little power to distinguish a deletion of, say, 5% frequency from some combination of genotyping error and missing data in the 2%-5% range. For many SNP genotyping technologies, however, any genotyping error as large as 5% would be unlikely. Thus, to increase power, we borrowed an idea from the Bayesian approach and modified the likelihood equations to include terms that reflect our beliefs concerning the probability of observing a given error rate or missing-date rate. In general, we maintained a pure "frequentist" framework-that is, we focused on a single-point maximum in a likelihood equation rather than integrating over a posterior distribution. However, we penalized that likelihood for departing from our prior belief concerning the distribution of error and missing-data parameters.
In general, we assumed that each of the three genotyping-error rates and missing-data rates are drawn from beta distributions. Thus, we assumed that error rate e i , where , has proba-1 р i р 3 bility density 49 
Similarly, we assumed that missing-data rate m m , where m p , has probability density {AA,Aa,aa}
Our approach is two staged. In stage one, we found the max-imum-likelihood values for all eight parameters at every SNP in the study by minimizing equation (1) . After all parameters were estimated, we estimated the beta-distribution parameters by the method of moments. 50 Thus, for error/missing-data parameter x, we estimated 
and log [L(dataFp,r,e ,e ,e ,m ,m ,m )]
In stage two, we again created two nested likelihood models by numerically minimizing equation (2), to distinguish the null from the alternate model. Once again, these models differ by one parameter, r, and can be compared by a likelihood-ratio test 48 with 1 df. If, by the likelihood-ratio test, the alternate model fit significantly better than the null model, we suggested that a deletion may exist at the SNP.
Combining Evidence between SNPs
With the above machinery, for every SNP i in the study, we estimated the probability, p i , that the improvement in fit of the deletion model over the null model is due to chance alone with a likelihood-ratio test. Thus, can be thought of as the prob-1 Ϫ p i ability that SNP i is covered by a deletion independent of every other SNP in the study. Evidence was combined among SNPs in the following steps: (1) for each SNP i, with , we es-1 Ϫ p 1 0.5 i timated who carries the putative deletion; (2) for each individual estimated to carry a deletion, we estimated the physical bounds of that deletion; (3) we combined collections of individuals with overlapping deletions into a single deletion; (4) we estimated the physical bounds of the deletion; (5) we estimated the frequency of the deletion from all the SNPs within its physical bounds; (6) given the frequency of the deletion, we reestimated the bounds; (7) we estimated a final P value for the deletion, using all the SNPs within its physical bounds; and (8) we reestimated individuals possessing the deletion, using the deletion's entire physical bounds and estimated frequency.
(1) For each SNP i, with , we estimated who carries the 1 Ϫ p 1 0.5 i putative deletion.-For every individual j, we wish to calculate the probability that j possesses either a heterozygous or homozygous deletion at SNP i. Let , , and D p {a a } H p {a a ,a a ,a a ,a a } 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 } be the sets of possible homozygous N p {a a ,a a ,a a ,a a 1 1  1 2  2 1  2 2 deletion, heterozygous deletion, and "no deletion" genotypes, respectively. Let be the set of all possible ge-A p D w H w N notypes. Let N i,j be the probability that j's true genotype is an element of N-that is, the probability that j possesses no deletion at SNP i. Let H i,j and D i,j be the respective probabilities that j is a heterozygous or homozygous deletion, where
. Let j's true genotype be , and let j be part of a trio with relatives 1 g j u and v, with true genotypes and and corresponding observed g g 
where , , and are the elements of
the true-parent/true-child, true-parent/observed-parent, and truechild/observed-child matrices, respectively, corresponding with truth { , , } and observation { , , }. Note that j can be a
homozygote for a "no deletion" either because the deletion exists but j does not possess it, or because the deletion does not exist. 
a P del needed for significance, given a particular combination of trio size (N) and number of SNPs deleted.
for a deletion rarely appear to be heterozygotes, since this would involve some sort of genotyping error, we assigned a putative maximum bound for individual j's deletion by including all SNPs extending in either direction until a heterozygote was observed. We call these the maximum bounds of the deletion. Within the maximum bounds there is at least one SNP i that has positive evidence of a deletion. The minimum bounds of the deletion contain the region that includes all SNPs within the maximum that show positive evidence for a deletion (possibly just i itself).
(3) We combined collections of individuals with overlapping deletions into a single deletion.-Given two overlapping deletions, a and b, occurring in different individuals, we determined whether these deletions are compatible. Let a min and b min represent the minimum bounds for a and b and a max and b max represent the maximum bounds. Two individuals were deemed to have compatible deletions if a min was contained entirely within b max or if b min was contained entirely within a max , and if a min and b min overlapped.
(4) We estimated the physical bounds of the deletion.-We combined all compatible deletions into a "unique" deletion with physical bounds that is the minimum deletion size necessary to include the minimum region for each of the compatible deletions.
(5) We estimated the frequency of the deletion from all the SNPs within its physical bounds.-For a region containing a deletion, the deletion frequency must be the same at all SNPs covered by the deletion-that is, we assumed only one segregating deletion per genomic region. For each unique deletion, we estimated r, its frequency in the population, using information from all SNPs in the deleted region. Consider a putative deletion covering K SNPs. Noting that p, e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , m AA , m Aa , and m aa vary among the K SNPs, let p, , , , m AA , m Aa , and m aa be vectors of the corresponding e e e 1 2 3 values across each of the K SNPs in the deleted region. The frequency of the deletion, r, on the other hand, is assumed to be a scalar and the same for all K SNPs (i.e., we assume only a single deletion within any genomic region). Thus, the likelihood of a deletion with frequency r covering all SNPs in the region is L(dataFp,e ,e ,e ,m, m ,m ,r)
and log [L(dataFp,e ,e ,e ,m ,m ,m ,r)]
(6) Given the frequency of the deletion, we reestimated the bounds.-Given r, we examined SNPs adjacent to the deletion. We considered two models. In model 1, a SNP adjacent to the deletion also has a deletion with frequency r; in model 2, the deletion frequency of the adjacent SNP is 0. If model 1 fit better than model 2, we extended the deletion to this SNP and returned to step 5.
(7) We estimated a final P value for the deletion, using all the SNPs within its physical bounds.-We performed a likelihood-ratio test, comparing a model with no deletion in the region with a model with a deletion with frequency r covering all the SNPs in the region. If the deletion model fit significantly better than the null model, then we inferred that a deletion spanning the entire region exists, with P value P del taken from the likelihood-ratio test. 
We think of H j as something like the posterior probability that individual j has a heterozygous deletion over this region. Particularly for rare and small deletions, this posterior probability may be low. However, the posterior probability might be quite high relative to the prior probability for a heterozygous deletion, which is only . Thus, we considered the support for individual 2r(1 Ϫ r) j having a heterozygous deletion to be / and the support H 2r(1 Ϫ r) j for a homozygous deletion and no deletion to be / and / (1 Ϫ r) Individuals are assigned genotypes by use of a four-pass process. In step (4) above, individuals with deletions "compatible" with this physical location in the genome were identified. In the first pass, these individuals are assigned a genotype if that support for the genotype is 10-fold higher than that for any other genotype. In the second pass, any individual (regardless of whether they were originally identified as having a deletion compatible with this location) is assigned a genotype if the genotype demonstrates support 20 times larger than the other two combined. With the use of these two rules, most, but not all, individuals possessing deletions are identified. Generally, the number of individuals assigned the deletion genotype in the first two passes is lower than would be implied by the frequency of the deletion. The genotype support for individuals who have not been assigned a genotype is indistinguishable. So, in the third pass, we pick parental individuals to have a deletion stochastically. We pick parent i to have a deletion with probability / , where the
sum is taken over all j individuals not yet assigned a genotype. Thus, the probability of being assigned a deletion is proportional to the posterior probability of having the deletion. In the third pass, parents are picked until the deletion frequency in the sample reaches the deletion frequency estimated for the population. Parents not picked in the third pass are assigned a homozygous nondeletion genotype. At this point, all parents have been assigned a genotype. In the fourth pass, the genotype support for all unassigned children is recalculated, with conditioning on the putatively known parental genotype. Children are assigned a genotype if the support for that genotype is 10 times greater than that for any other genotype. Children with weaker support are assigned genotypes stochastically, proportional to the relative support for the genotype.
Association Testing
For each deletion, every individual in the population has now been assigned one of the following genotypes: homozygous deletion, heterozygous deletion, or no deletion. Given an affectedtrio study design (two parents with affected offspring), we obtained informative transmission counts for the deletion from heterozygous parents to offspring and performed a standard TDT 46 ( ) for the deletion. Given an affected trio combined P ! .05 with an unaffected trio (two parents with unaffected offspring) from a matched control group, we also performed populationbased association testing. To do so, we compared the deletion frequency for affected offspring with the frequency for unaffected offspring, with a standard x 2 test ( ). P ! .05
Deletion Simulations
Genotype data were simulated using a Wright-Fisher coalescent model incorporating recombination, genotyping error, and missing data with a deletion at a given frequency placed on the coalescent. Nuclear families follow Mendelian assortment. All SNPs have a dbSNP-like minor-allele frequency. 51 Each simulation consists of 250 kb of sequence with a whole-genome SNP density based on 500,000 SNPs. Error rates and missing-data rates vary by SNP, with mean and variance drawn from HapMap data. 52 Each simulation varied given the following parameters: a combination of genotyping error and missing data rates drawn from one of eight HapMap genotyping centers (EM 1 -EM 8 ), deletion frequency (0.5%, 1%, 5%, 10%, and 20%), deletion size (1 kb, 5 kb, 10 kb, 20 kb, and 100 kb), and number of trios in the study (30, 100, 500, and 1,000). We tested 80,000 total deletion simulations (100 for each combination of parameters). Simulated data are presented as averages over all genotyping centers (figs. 2-7).
Null Simulations
Null genotype data were simulated using the same method as above, except that no deletion was placed on the coalescent. Each simulation consists of 2 Mb of sequence with a whole-genome SNP density based on 500,000 SNPs. We tested 8,000 total null simulations (1,000 for each combination of sample size and genotyping center). Data are presented as averages over all geno- 
HapMap Data
We obtained genotypes for all 22 autosomes from the unfiltered HapMap 16c phase I data set. 52 This consisted of 866,757 SNPs from 90 CEPH individuals (30 trios) of European ancestry sampled in Utah (CEU) and 932,404 SNPs from 90 individuals (30 trios) of Yoruba ancestry sampled in Ibadan, Nigeria (YRI). For genotypes typed by more than one center, we took the consensus genotype. If a consensus did not exist, then we called the genotype "missing data," N. We filtered the genotype data to exclude any SNP with 120% missing data or 120% genotyping error, or that exhibited a statistically significant excess of heterozygotes ( and for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium).
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Results
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, using both simulated and real data. First, we establish our falsepositive deletion detection rate-that is, the rate at which we infer deletions when they do not actually exist. Our overall false-positive rate for detecting a deletion is small, even at whole-genome scales. In null simulations that use 30 trios and a total of 2.66 million SNPs, we detect 34 false deletions, where the average deletion spans 2.4 SNPs (table 3) . This yields a false-positive rate of per . From this, we expect ∼23 false deletions (totaling 56 SNPs) when applying this approach to the unfiltered HapMap 16c phase I data set. 43 Next, we gauge our power to find deletions when they do exist. Figure 2 shows our power, in simulated data with a whole-genome SNP density of 500,000 SNPs, to detect deletions of 5 kb, 10 kb, 20 kb, and 100 kb with deletion frequencies ranging from 0.5%-20%, with the use of sample sizes of 30, 100, 500, and 1,000 trios. Power increases with increasing deletion size, deletion frequency, sample size, and SNP density. Varying genotyping-error rates and missing-data rates have little or no effect on our ability to detect deletions.
On detecting a deletion, we estimated the boundaries of the deletion (i.e., the start SNP and the stop SNP), which often included a high percentage of the SNPs in the true deletion, if not all of them ( fig. 3) . For rare deletions-say, 100 kb (∼16.7 SNPs deleted) at 0.5% frequency-the mean error in number of deleted SNPs is 1.8 in 1,000 trios ( fig.  3 ). This shows that, for rare variants, we tend to be biased and to slightly underestimate the true bounds, but only by a few SNPs. As frequency increases-say, 100 kb at 20% frequency-the mean error in number of deleted SNPs is effectively unbiased (0.03). For most cases, including smaller sample sizes (data not shown), estimates of the deletion bounds are within a single SNP of the true bounds (i.e., the SD in the error estimate is usually smaller than one SNP).
Estimates of the deletion frequency are highly accurate (figure 4). Using large study designs of 1,000 trios, we are able to return extremely accurate estimates of the true frequency with percent error less than one for deletions as small as 5 kb or as rare as 1% frequency. For example, given a 100-kb deletion with true deletion frequency of 20%, we estimate the deletion frequency to be, on average, 20.01% with SD 0.0082. Estimated frequency is biased when the power to detect the deletion is very low. Thus, we suffer the classic winner's curse. When underpowered to detect the deletion, we tend to overestimate the deletion frequency.
Even with accurate estimates of the deletion frequency, our sensitivity, or ability to identify every individual in the population who carries the deletion, is never perfect ( figure 5 ). This is largely due to misidentifying parents with untransmitted deletions. For example, given a 100-kb deletion at frequency 5%, using a sample of 30 trios, we correctly identify 95% of parents with transmitted deletions but only 60% of parents with untransmitted deletions, which leads to an overall sensitivity of 85%.
We tested our detected deletions for association with disease. We maintain nominal false-positive rates for showing association when the deletion is unassociated with disease (genotype-relative risk [GRR] 1), and we demonstrate substantial power to show disease association when it is present (GRR 11). Power to detect association using standard TDT given a deletion with GRR of 1, 2, 3, and 4 is shown in figure 6 (a multiplicative model of disease is assumed). 51 Power to detect association ( ) P ! .05 with the use of an affected-trio versus unaffected-trio casecontrol design with GRR of 1, 2, 3, and 4 is shown in figure 7 . In 80,000 simulations with an unassociated deletion (GRR 1), over the entire range of parameter values examined, our rate for detecting and then falsely associating the deletion is 2.0% and 2.4% for the TDT and casecontrol designs, respectively, at nominal . However, P ! .05 when deletions are absent from the data, they can still be detected erroneously at the false-deletion detection rate of per SNP. These false deletions generally 3.12 # 10 span three or fewer SNPs and tend to appear significantly undertransmitted (data not shown), especially when the deletion is more than three SNPs in length. Therefore, deletions that showed significant undertransmission from the TDT ( ) were excluded from our HapMap survey. P ! .05 Here, we report 693 total deletions (see the tab-delimited ASCII file, which can be imported into a spreadsheet, . 9B ). For all validated deletions, the sizes range from 1 bp to 794 kb (average 16.3 kb; median 3.6 kb), with estimated frequencies from 2.7% to 46.4% (average 18.6%; median 16.6%); for all novel deletions (those not previously identified by other studies), the sizes range from 1 bp to 245 kb (average 6.8 kb; median 1 bp), with estimated frequencies from 3.0% to 70.0% (average 21.9; median 20.9).
Our computational tool to detect deletions, microdel, and our deletion simulator are available for free download as C source code from the author's Web site and are licensed under the General Public License.
Discussion
It has long been recognized that CNV in general, and deletions in particular, can play an important role in the etiology of rare disorders. 4, 36 Elucidating the role of CNV in common, complex disorders has proved to be difficult. 13, 14, [54] [55] [56] The nature of complex disease is one of multiple factors, each usually with relatively small effect. Hence, the demonstration of association between any genetic variant, whether deletion or SNP, and a complex disorder generally requires large study designs. 51, [57] [58] [59] [60] Many techniques to study CNVs, however, are unable to detect small deletions 20, 61 or are time consuming and expensive to perform on a large scale. 30, 32, 62 The need for large study designs and the expense of many techniques that detect deletions has led to a flurry of recent research to find methods that can detect deletions efficiently, cheaply, and, ideally, in the context of a preexisting study. 44, 45 With the advent of high-density SNP arrays, large-scale whole-genome association studies have become a powerful and realistic approach in the search for genetic factors underlying complex phenotypes. Techniques aimed at identifying deletions solely from hybridization intensities may or may not be compatible with data already collected, whereas an approach that uses genotype data could easily be applied to existing SNP data sets. Developing tools and strategies that harness the information in SNP genotype data to detect deletions at high power may enable a single study to test not only for association with SNPs but also for association with deletions. To take advantage of this all-in-one design, accurate frequencies must be assigned to deletions. This means that, for a deletion to be useful in a diseaseassociation study, it must not only be detectable but must also be assigned an accurate estimate of either its population frequency or its transmission frequency or both. Thus, complex disease association studies fundamentally test questions of frequency. For a tool to be useful in this context, the tool must be able to detect the deletion at high power with a low false-positive rate and must also return an accurate estimate of its transmission from heterozygous parents to offspring or its occurrence in cases versus controls. The tool developed here, microdel, is the first, to our knowledge, aimed at both halves of this problem.
Our approach facilitates simultaneous discovery and testing of small segregating deletions for association with disease in large-scale familial SNP genotyping studies. Given the density of current array designs, we demonstrate the usefulness of microdel on simulated data with a whole-genome SNP density based on 500,000 SNPs. With a modestly large study design of 500 trios, microdel can detect deletions as small as 10 kb or as rare as 1% frequency with at least 80% power and, in all cases, return sufficiently accurate estimates of both population frequency and transmission frequency, for the performance of association tests on the detected deletion. Increasing the study design to 1,000 trios provides a substantial boost in microdel's power to detect very rare deletions of !1% frequency while returning extremely accurate estimates of the deletion frequency. Decreasing the study design to 100 trios still enables discovery of deletions as small as 20 kb or as rare as 5% frequency with 180% power. This illustrates the potential usefulness of microdel as a tool to not only detect deletions at high power but to also test the inferred deletion for association with disease using both case-control analysis and the TDT.
We examine two sorts of association study designs: (1) a typical TDT design (two parents and one affected offspring) and (2) a typical TDT design combined with two parents and unaffected offspring from some matched control group. We call this second design a "case trio-control trio" design, or just "case-control trio" for simplicity. In the presence of true disease association, the case-control trio design tends to be more powerful. We show in figure  4 that, under the null model of no association with dis- ease, we accurately estimate the frequency of deletions in the general population. Under the alternate model (where disease association is present), however, we tend to overestimate the deletion frequency in the general population (data not shown). Thus, we overestimate the number of untransmitted chromosomes in the first design, leading to reduced power with use of the TDT only. By adding control trios, even in the presence of disease, the deletion frequency is better estimated, and power increases. Other methods, both computational and experimental, exist to detect CNV; however, there is no consensus approach to identify all types of variants, as evidenced by the little overlap seen in previous studies (Database of Genomic Variants). Here, we report 440 novel variants in the HapMap collection with an estimated false-positive rate of ∼5%, whereas the remaining 253 deletions have been validated by one or more previous studies (Database of Genomic Variants). Not surprisingly, our survey shows considerable overlap with the computational approaches of Conrad et al. 44 and McCarroll et al., 45 both jointly and individually (table 4) . In instances where we fail to report deletions found by both Conrad et al. 44 and McCarroll et al., 45 we usually have evidence that a deletion may exist, but the P value for the deletion falls just above our threshold of significance (see the tab-delimited ASCII file of data set 2 [online only]). More notably, microdel is capable of inferring deletions that are reported by noncomputational techniques, such as the fine-scale fosmid-based approach used by Tuzun et al. 32 and recent array-based studies conducted by Redon et al. 29 and Wong et al. 30 (table 4), but that are missed by other computational approaches. 44, 45 Our framework for finding a deletion compares a model 44 McCarroll et al., 45 Redon et al., 29 Tuzun et al., 32 with a deletion with a model without a deletion and infers the presence of the deletion when the deletion model fits much better than the null model. It is also possible that neither model describes the truth very well and that there is some third, unconsidered alternative explanation that fits the data. For example, it has been shown that genotyping studies with the use of DNA from cell lines may contain somatic cell-line artifacts that appear as dele-tions. 29, 44 Given the level of statistical evidence needed for our method to detect a deletion, it is unlikely we would detect cell-line artifacts unless they are of substantial size or occur in multiple individuals. Therefore, large, unvalidated deletions in our survey of HapMap individuals may be cell-line artifacts, but this number is small, since only five deletions 1100 kb in size were invalidated. Second, SNP genotype assays rely on techniques (e.g., restriction digests and primer hybridization) that are sensitive to cryptic polymorphisms. Single-SNP aberrations may result when one allele is ineffectively assayed because of a cryptic SNP residing in a location crucial to the success of the assay (i.e., a restriction-enzyme cutting site or the genomic sequence targeted for primer hybridization). Thus, single-SNP deletions in our HapMap survey may potentially be the result of nearby cryptic SNPs, which in and of themselves are worth noting, whereas others are undoubtedly real deletions, since 82 of our 364 reported single-SNP deletions were shown to occur in previously reported regions of variation (Database of Genomic Variants).
The approach taken by microdel, as well as the computational tools of Conrad et al. 44 and McCarroll et al., 45 fundamentally uses only a fraction of the information available from modern whole-genome microarrays. In particular, we use only the actual genotype call and do nothing with the relative hybridization intensity. Since other techniques exist to infer deletions from the hybridization intensity 29, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] without use of the genotype call per se, it seems natural that the ultimate approach to these sorts of studies will combine both types of data into a single framework.
